Additional Training – Beyond the Basics
Narrative1 is a powerful report-writing platform. But to get the most out of its tools and features, you need to understand how
to use it. Our customized training services will show your team how to utilize N1 to its fullest potential.

I. Identify
Every appraisal business is unique - we want to learn about yours. We will work with you to understand how you write appraisals,
including the tools and processes you use, your appraisal specialization, and other details specific to your organization. Once we
identify your requirements, we will determine how Narrative1 can make the work you’re doing easier.

II. Design
Narrative1 is a highly customizable platform that meets diverse appraisal needs. We will design a training program that focuses
solely on the features and processes relevant to your business, while introducing you to time-saving N1 tools you might not
know exist.
Some popular topics include:
• Introduction to N1-Web
• Introduction to N1 Excel and
Word
• Managing Comparable
Records

•
•
•
•

Creating N1-Word
Templates
Navigating N1 Maps
Adding Custom Fields
Managing Jobs and Contacts

•
•
•
•
•

Configuring UDFs
Using Upload Excel
Styling Tables
Customizing Comp Sheets
Advanced N1 Options

III. Estimate
You will receive a detailed plan that lists all the topics we will cover in the training program, as well as the appraisal function that
each topic addresses. We will also provide an estimate of the time it will take to thoroughly teach your team each topic.
Our customized training is offered at $125/hr, broken down into increments of 30 minutes.

IV. Deliver
Training sessions are held via Gotomeeting. This video conferencing software allows our N1 support professionals to
demonstrate every feature and process in detail. You will be able to watch – and ask questions - as you discover how to use
Narrative1 like a pro.

For more information or to order additional training, contact 408-361-5000 or sales@exactbid.com

